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What are AVEVA™ PI Vision™ potential bottlenecks for performance?

- Client browser
- Network
- PI AF server
- PI data archive
- AVEVA PI Vision application
- Web server
PI AF related players

- Some PI AF attributes are calculated client side (at AVEVA PI Vision)
  - Analysis
  - Custom
  - Formula
  - String builder
  - URI builder
  - Table lookup* (cached in memory at runtime)
PI data archive attention points

- High density of data in trends
  - Very frequent and variant data values in source point
  - Large time range

- Extensive usage of PI calculations
  - Tag-based: calculated at PI data archive
  - Asset-based: calculated at AVEVA PI Vision
What about some examples?

- **Expensive analysis data reference calculation**
  - TagTot('PIPointAttribute','*-1mo','*')

- **Nested formulas**
  - Formula: ‘Attribute_1’+’PIPoint’
    - Attribute_1: ‘Attribute_2’+’PIPoint’
    - Attribute_2: ‘Attribute_3’+’PIPoint’
    - Attribute_3: ‘Attribute_4’+’PIPoint’
    - …
Demo time!
Finally...

Our recommendations are intended to provide you the best experience with our products!
Questions?

Please wait for the microphone.
State your name and company.

Please remember to...

Navigate to this session in the mobile app to complete the survey.

Thank you!
This presentation may include predictions, estimates, intentions, beliefs and other statements that are or may be construed as being forward-looking. While these forward-looking statements represent our current judgment on what the future holds, they are subject to risks and uncertainties that could result in actual outcomes differing materially from those projected in these statements. No statement contained herein constitutes a commitment by AVEVA to perform any particular action or to deliver any particular product or product features. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect our opinions only as of the date of this presentation.

The Company shall not be obliged to disclose any revision to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances occurring after the date on which they are made or to reflect the occurrence of future events.
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